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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to address the world of Robotic Process Automation (RPA), unraveling some 

myths and truths about it and, as it is a project work report, we have the opportunity to see the real 

impact that this technology can have in a company. This project was carried out in the Business Growth 

Area (Área de Dinamização de Negócio - ADN) team, who gives support to the whole Direction of Face-

to-Face Channels (Direção de Canais Presenciais - DCP), which contains 4 channels: official Stores, 

Agents, which are partner but not official EDP stores, Door to Door (D2D) agents, which sell products 

door-to-door, and Distribution Agents Network (Rede de Agentes de Distribuição – RAD), which are 

distribution agents. These channels are responsible for all physical sales of EDP Comercial, which is 

responsible for all the sales of the Group EDP. When this project began, some problems were 

immediately detected, as various processes were being carried out manually that did not make any 

sense, both in monetary terms and, most importantly for EDP, in terms of time wasting, which means 

that the work activity was not being done efficiently enough and they saw this as an opportunity to 

explore the RPA world. So, the proposed work was to identify which processes could be improved and 

then build robots that could assume those activities. The most important result of this project was, as 

initially expected, the increase in efficiency in the work of the people who no longer have to perform 

routine tasks and can focus their energy on more important projects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 CONTEXT 

In these days, the electric energy industry is becoming more and more competitive, even for a big 

company like EDP, which no longer holds more than 80% of the market. In the last few years other 

companies like Endesa, Iberdrola and GALP grown and gained market share, unlike EDP, which is in the 

reverse path. According to (Jornal de Negócios, August 2021), EDP Comercial dropped its market share 

from over 80% a few years ago to around 74% in 2021, down around 3% compared to 2020, where it 

had 77%. This drop was taken advantage of by rivals, who saw their market share grow in this time 

span. Compared to June 2020, Iberdrola increased its share from 5.9% to 6%, while Galp rose from 

5.1% to 5.3%, with GoldEnergy managing to move from 2.3% to 3.3 %, the biggest increase of all, and 

the biggest in terms of number of customers too. 

How can EDP stop this from happening? “Sales is the most important aspect of a company”, Mark 

Cuban said. So, improving sales is the answers, but to improve sales we need to improve the operations 

behind them, and that’s where the ADN team enters. ADN currently provides all types of dashboards 

and data so that the physical sales channels can improve their performance and become better sellers. 

One way to help the ADN team help the physical channels to become these better sellers is to become 

more effective and efficient, to be able to respond quickly to any request that they may have. It is only 

possible to have a faster response in two ways, more time or more available manpower. With RPA 

technology we can have more time without necessarily hire more people. By simply transform the daily 

and repetitive work into robot work, we can give people more time to tackle other projects. 

This project will improve the channels support experience by reducing the amount of time spent 

waiting for data feedback and will free the ADN team from daily and repetitive work, allowing to give 

better and faster responses. 

1.2 MOTIVATION 

The choice of studying this technology was taken together with EDP Comercial. It can generate 

amazing opportunities for everyone, because it allows some employees to focus on the important work 

that they have and not think about boring daily tasks and, it creates new job openings since someone 

has to build, analyze, and improve the robots. RPA is a technology that can be done from any part of 

the world with access to internet, which in these days is very appealing for the companies and the 

employee, who can quickly take care of an issue that some robot may have without leaving his desk or 

his laptop. It is a very interesting, useful technology that will be increasingly used by different 

companies in any sector of business and those who choose to use it will have several advantages over 

those who will still not look a second time. RPA is a promising new development in business 

automation that offers a potential Return On Investment (ROI) of 30–200 percent in the first year 

(Xavier Lhuer, 2016). RPA is faster, cheaper, and more accurate than a person, so it is with no surprise 

that more and more businesses and industries are and will using it. It is the fastest growing automation 

technology in the world and is expecting an increase of 19,5% in 2021 (Gartner, 2020). But RPA still 

requires proper design, planning, and governance if it's to bolster the business (Clint Boulton, 2018). 
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1.3 PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES 

Nowadays we live in an increasingly fast-paced world, not only we as individuals, but also 

companies and industries, which is why we had such an accelerated growth of the economy in the last 

century. The goal is simple, try to do as many tasks as possible within the limited 24 hours of each day. 

So, to make it simple, lack of time is the true problem in today’s society. In the enterprise world, time 

is money, and before RPA, businesses couldn’t save the time that took doing all the boring and 

repetitive work that, to be honest, no one wants to do. So, what was the answer? Obviously, hiring 

someone to take those low-skilled boring tasks, and by doing that, save the time of the high managers. 

That seemed like the perfect scenario, but they still have to pay the new employee, so businesses could 

save time yes, but they were losing money. Then BPM evolved, and thanks to the development of 

Machine Learning (ML), Natural Language Processing (NLP), and Machine Vision (MV), a combination 

of AI, we have reached RPA as we know it (Robomotion, 2021). According to Deloitte, 53% of 

respondents to their survey have already started their RPA journey and they expect that this number 

will reach 72% until 2022 (Deloitte, 2020). So, more and more companies use RPA to get rid of those 

boring and repetitive tasks, allowing the high managers to focus on important strategies and business 

decisions and save the company money, since they no longer have the need to hire someone to do 

that work. Besides an employee can only, legally, work for 8 hours a day, while an RPA robot can work 

non-stop for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, without the need for rest, coffee, or vacations, and that 

is a huge boost in productivity as well. But is good to remember that RPA is not about employing 

physical robots, but leveraging software robots to automate monotonous, repetitive, time-consuming, 

and structured tasks (Ashok Sharma, 2020). Having this many advantages, it is normal to think that 

RPA will end the low-skilled and repetitive jobs and occupations. The jobs that are most at risk are 

those which are on some level routine, repetitive and predictable (Martin Ford, The Guardian, 2017). 

However, humans have proven, time and time again that new technologies can end some positions 

but will create new ones too. Today we have jobs that didn’t exist 20 or 50 years ago, so new 

technologies are not always bad for the common working-class man. For example, jobs like social 

media manager wouldn’t exist without a technological evolution. New technologies create new needs 

(Vargha Moayed, UiPath, 2020). The relationship between technology and people has to change in the 

future for the better, and I think RPA is one of the great tools to enable that change (Leslie Willcocks, 

2017). So, at the beginning of the project, some relevant questions were raised on this subject. The 

research questions were as follows, “Will we be able to effectively increase the efficiency of the 

processes chosen with the implementation of RPA technology?”, “Is this a problem important enough 

to give relevance?”, “Who will be affected and how?”, “How much time per day will we be able to 

save?” and “How is this technology being implemented in other companies?”. Following these 

questions, some milestones were defined in order to reach the ultimate goal of automating and 

speeding up the company’s processes. It was agreed that first there will be a phase of study and 

familiarization with the RPA tool used in the company, in this specific case, UiPath, next we will analyze 

and find in the current processes which would best benefit from building automation robots, then the 

construction of the robots themselves, which will go through a phase of development, testing and final 

validation before going up to the production stage, and finally, measure the benefits brought by this 

implementation and answer the questions previously posed by the company. At this stage, it is 

expected that there will be positive feedback from the company regarding the current efficiency of the 

processes, as well as from the employees who were responsible for carrying out the same daily 

processes, as they are no longer part of their portfolio of responsibilities, thus paving the way for more 
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important issues. More specifically, the results we want to obtain include the temporal reduction of 

the processes chosen to be automated, the increase in the time available to respond to other work 

fronts that would previously be impossible due to the time spent on routine tasks and, obviously, the 

increase in the happiness of the workers who were responsible for these processes and no longer have 

to do them. 
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2. WORK PLAN 

The work plan serves as a guide at the beginning of the project. This is where the phases that will 

be followed over the project time can be found, as well as the tools used and the schedule plan to 

follow. 

2.1 PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

As said before, a series of steps will be followed in order to ensure the maximum quality of the 

project, we can see these steps in figure 1. These steps are in compliance with the theory of Design 

Science and Research Methodology. 

 

Figure 1 - Project Stages 

2.1.1 Problem Identification 

At the beginning of the project, a short course was carried out at EDP Campus Online, to become 

more familiar with the company and the way the department works. Then, it was noted that in the 

whole universe of processes in this specific area of the company, the number of automated processes 

were very short, so we have a good window of opportunity to increase to productivity. Nonetheless, 

before starting to think about building the robots, I was responsible for the development of the daily 

processes, in order to stay 100% within the way they worked. 

2.1.2 Define Objectives for a Solution 

It was necessary to analyze the range of processes that we had in hand, and from this range, the 

processes that fall within the “automation region”, known as the area that covers high-volume, high-

•Lack of automation in basic daily processes

1. Problem Identification

•Understand which processes can be automated

2. Define Objectives for a Solution

•Collection of knowledge, familiarization with the UiPath tool and build the robots

3. Design and Development

•Roll Out of the new robots

4. Demonstration

•Evaluate the pros that were brought by the RPA implementation

5. Evaluation

•Thesis

6. Communication
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repeat processes, and have a low degree of complexity, because we want robots to be 100% 

independent of human help. 

2.1.3 Design and Development 

The collection of theoretical information serves as an aid at the decision moments. A search on 

the topics of BPM, BPMNs and RPA served as a basis to build the robots in the most correct way 

possible. The familiarization with the UiPath tool was made through video courses on the UiPath 

Academy website, together with the help of the EDP’s expert team that served as a guide to strengthen 

the know-how necessary for the best execution of these RPA robot developments and to give any sort 

of assistance necessary along the building stage. 

2.1.4 Demonstration 

After the construction stage, each robot must pass through quality control, carried out by EDP's 

specialist team, if everything is ok and the robot complies with the best practices, it can move to the 

so-called “production environment” where it will be executed by a virtual machine. If it still is not ok, 

and it needs a few touches, the responsible team tells what to improve and the process starts all over 

again. This way we can ensure the best possible quality in the execution and eliminate possible future 

errors, thus increasing the effectiveness of the automated processes. 

2.1.5 Evaluation 

In the evaluation step, a questionnaire will be run to various members of the company, such as the 

employees previously responsible for the daily execution of the processes that have been automated, 

the DCP team leader, and EDP's RPA specialist team. The questionnaires will be anonymous so that we 

can obtain a solid and sincere opinion of the developments made. With these answers we will be able 

to have a better understanding of the impacts caused by this project. The expectations are making a 

positive impact, not only for the company, that will gain value with the time saved and with the 

improvement in quality and efficiency, but we also want to bring a positive impact on the employees 

who will no longer have boring routine tasks in their portfolio of responsibilities, and the customers, 

which in this case are EDP’s sales teams, that depend on the outputs generated by the processes 

chosen to automate. By focusing on the impact of these three important pillars, company, employees, 

and customers, we are, according to (Leslie Willcocks, Mary Lacity, 2021), one step closer to meeting 

the proposed objectives with the best possible quality and we will be able to create value. 

2.1.6 Communication 

In the communication phase there will be a presentation to the teams that EDP considers relevant 

for the project. In this presentation the results of the questionnaire will be revealed, as well as a 

summary of all the work done throughout the project, showing a process map of the teamwork, before 

and after the project. 

2.2 PROJECT TOOLS 

This project mainly requires process mapping and robot construction for the automations, so the 

main tool used was UiPath, as it allows doing both at the same time. More tools were used that interact 

with Uipath, such as Microsoft Excel for data purposes, Microsoft Sharepoint, Outlook for sending the 

emails, SAS Guide for data crossing and transformation, Microsoft Power Automate to refresh PowerBI 
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dashboards, and many internal EDP platforms such as SAP and Celonis. Lets focus on the two RPA tools, 

UiPath and Microsoft Power Automate. 

2.2.1 UiPath 

Uipath was founded in 2005 in Romania, but today its headquarters are in New York. It is currently 

the leading RPA platform in the world and in 2021 reached the impressive mark of 1,500,000 users of 

its tools (UiPath Community, 2021). Their main goal is to help its customers to automate numerous 

manual and repetitive tasks in the minimal time possible at affordable costs.  

The company has a wide range of products, but we will only focus on the 2 that are used in this 

project, namely, UiPath Studio and UiPath Orchestrator. UiPath Studio is focused on development and 

the UiPath Orchestrator is a management tool (Rafael Faria, Tiago Andrade e José Filho, 2019) where 

the robots can be monitored, scheduled, and controlled. 

2.2.1.1 UiPath Studio 

So, Uipath Studio was used to build the robots in this project. The tool offers a list of activities that 

help the user to interact with other applications and software’s, however these activities may 

sometimes not be enough, and we have to resort to "Manage Packages" in order to download any 

package that is necessary and that is outside the initial scope of the tool. 

For this project the following activities were installed through "Manage Packages": R2D2, 

UiPathTeam.ExcelSheetToImage and BalaReva. R2D2 is an activity that allows the UiPath to interact 

and run SAS projects. UiPathTeam.ExcelSheetToImage allows the UiPath to turn a certain range of a 

Microsoft Excel sheet to an image, something that is very important in our robots because EDP 

demands that the information in emails should be direct and an image is easier to do so. BalaReva is 

another package that facilitates the interaction between UiPath and Microsoft Excel. 

 

Figure 2 - UiPath Studio Activities 
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Figure 3 - UiPath Studio "Manage Packages" 

Another very important feature in UiPath Studio, critical even when it comes to the proper 

functioning of robots, are the selectors. The selectors are what allows the tool to interact with all the 

buttons, windows or lists that will be needed in our processes. The selectors store the attributes of a 

graphical user interface element and its parents, in the shape of an XML fragment (UiPath, 2021). 

UiPath assigns the selectors automatically and sometimes they are enough for the robot to work well, 

however, sometimes the nodes where we want to click are dynamic, so we have to edit the selectors 

manually to make sure that the automation can work in every situation. 

 

Figure 4 - UiPath Studio Selector 
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Figure 5 - UiPath Studio Selector Table 

2.2.1.2 UiPath Orchestrator 

As a way of using the Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD), the processes must be executed from the 

orchestrator. Therefore, it is necessary to place the developed robots ready to be executed 

automatically. The steps necessary to put a new development to be executed automatically by the 

orchestrator are the following: 

1. Copy robot and folders with files relevant to the WVD; 

2. Change folder paths to the WVD paths; 

3. Perform manual execution from Studio to ensure the correct functioning of the robot 

(shakedow); 

4. Publish robot with relevant name; 

5. Create a “Process” in the orchestrator with a relevant name using the “Package” of the published 

robot; 
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6. Create “Trigger” to indicate the new “Process”. 

 

The most relevant areas of the UiPath Orchestrator used in EDP are “Automations” and “Assets”. 

Within the “Automations” menu we have 4 sections “Processes”, “Jobs”, “Triggers” and “Logs”. 

In figure 7, “Processes” is where the list of robots in the Orchestrator is located. Any new robot 

must have a process that uses the created package. This is where the process is updated if there are 

changes in the robot. If it is necessary to start the process manually, it is also in this section. 

 

Figure 6 – Home of UiPath Orchestrator 

Figure 7 – Processes from UiPath Orchestrator 
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 In figure 8, “Jobs” has the robot's job queue, where we can see the processes that have already 

run in the specified time interval, as well as the one that is running and the ones that are waiting for 

their turn. 

 

 

In figure 9, “Triggers” is where the triggers of all processes are located, which can be “enabled” or 

“disabled”. It is in this section that you can check when the triggers already created will be activated. 

 

In figure 10, “Logs” has the record of performances by the Orchestrator and the Studios connected 

to it. You can track executions, analyze errors, and verify executions already finished. Daily monitoring 

is mostly performed in this section. 

Figure 8 – Jobs from UiPath Orchestrator 

Figure 9 – Trigger from UiPath Orchestrator 
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In figure 11, “Assets” menu there are resources that are registered in the orchestrator and 

therefore can be accessed by all robots, being restricted to users with access to it. These “Assets” can 

be passwords, text, booleans or integers. Here the necessary passwords for the processes must be 

stored, as well as information that must be used by various robots (an alternative is to use sharepoint, 

which has the advantage/disadvantage of anyone with access to Share being able to modify). 

 

2.2.2 Microsoft Power Automate 

In order to reduce interactivity and eliminate the downtime of waiting for a dashboard to finish 

updating, Power Automate flows are being used to update the dashboards. To integrate with Power 

Automate, the UiPath processes are separated into two parts. The Part1, in general, validates the 

existence of new Analytical Marketing data, processes the data and starts updating the dashboard. The 

Part2 validates if the dashboard has finished updating, extracts the PDFs and/or prints and sends the 

emails with the information. The figure below represents the process in the different software’s. The 

first row represents the Part1 and the second one represents the Part2. 

Figure 10 – Logs from UiPath Orchestrator 

Figure 11 – Assets from UiPath Orchestrator 
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To start updating the Power BI dashboard, a Power Automate flow is used that detects when a file 

is created in the ADN sharepoint folder “Files Trigger Robot”, within the folder of the respective 

channel. This file is created by UiPath at the end of running Part1 of the process. The creation of the 

file serves as a trigger for the flow, which only initiates the update of the PowerBI dashboard dataset. 

 

 

Figure 13 – Update PowerBI via Power Automate 

Due to the lack of a Power Automate flow trigger action when a dataset is updated, Goals were 

created for the various dashboards, which are monitoring a dashboard value that will always change 

when the dashboard is updated. An example is a Goal that is tracking the total number of sales 

attempts for the channel. Multiple sales attempts occur every day, and whenever the dashboard is 

updated with new data, this value will increase.  

Therefore, the completion of the dashboard update triggers a flow that creates a txt file in the 

sharepoint folder of ADN “Files Trigger Robot”, inside the folder of the respective channel. 

Figure 12 – Macro Process 
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Figure 14 – Create Trigger File via Power Automate 

 

The Part2 of the UiPath robot checks for the existence of the two txt files created at the end of 

Part1 and by the Power Automate flow and starts the rest of the channel handling only if both flags 

exist. If both flags exist, the robot extracts the PDFs and/or prints and sends them to the recipients. At 

the end of execution, the flags are cleared  

2.3 CHRONOGRAM 

Figure 15 represents the schedule defined at the beginning of the project. The project will have 6 

phases and it is expected to take around 8 and a half months. The first milestone is projected to be in 

the end of December 2021, and it is expected have finished the theoretical part of the project and have 

gathered all the necessary information. The second milestone is scheduled for mid-April 2022 and 

represents the end of the assembly of the robots themselves. The third milestone is scheduled for the 

middle of the month of June 2022 and represents and final delivery of the project. 

  

  

Figure 15 – Project Chronogram 
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3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

In this chapter it will be reflected the entire knowledge review carried out during the project work 

and it is divided into 3 phases. In the first one the focus is given to the topic of BPM, with specification 

in Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) language, in the second we turn our attention to the 

RPA world, and in the third part, a quick view on what the future might hold. This review was very 

important in order to obtain a synopsis of the work carried out so far and to be able to compare some 

common points. 

3.1 BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT 

RPA is a recent technology on the market, but BPM (Business Process Automation) is not new, 

however, both have a similar goal, to run processes more efficiently. BPM focuses on redesign 

processes for the entire organization by implementing a software system that integrates all existing 

applications, and targets on the end-to-end processes other than on individual work, while RPA 

automates what already exists and already is implemented. The goal of BPM is to efficiently coordinate 

people, processes, systems, and data, and can be referred as the base of an organization. As stated by 

(Geetika Tandon, 2020), BPM can implement RPA within its system and they have three main 

differences, those being integration, workflows and, of course, pricing. 

BPMN is a technique used to illustrate business processes, it’s basically drawing the whole process 

in a flowchart to become easier to understand and act upon it. BPMN makes it simple (Kissflow, 

November 2021), that’s the main goal of this language. Modeling is an important step in automations 

since it is when the whole idea gets clearer and some challenges and changes may appear, with the 

target being always focusing on the best possible optimization. In this work, the mapping of the 

processes to be automated was done through the automation tool itself, Uipath Studio. This way, 

anyone who opens the robot can understand at first glance how the process is assembled and where 

to act upon, which speeds up the understanding of failures or changes that must eventually be made. 
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Figure 16 – Example of Process in UiPath Studio 

3.2 ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION 

RPA can be summarized as a system that aims to automate business processes through business 

logic and user inputs (Ozge Dogue, 2020). According to (Will M. P. van der Aalst, Armin Heinzl, Martin 

Bichler, 2018) this recent technology aims to replace humans in boring and repetitive tasks and is 

currently seen as a way to quickly achieve a high ROI.  RPA is a process automation technology that 

uses computer software, normally called “robots” or “bots”. These robots can interact with any system 

or application the same way a person does, and it is as basic as showing them what to do, then letting 

them do the work instead, as they can understand what is happening on the screen and know what to 

do and where to click. However, RPA is not a physical or mechanical robot (Chris Huff, 2019) and the 

machines won’t rise to rule humankind with ruthless efficiency, except for the efficiency part (Kevin 

Casey, 2020). RPA can learn, be cloned and someone can just see how they are working and adjust or 

scale as they see fit. It's code-free, non-disruptive, non-invasive, and easy (Blue Fish, 2017). RPA is a 

recent technology when compared to BPM, and it can be said that RPA is an emerging field of BPM. In 

the figure 17, we can see an 80/20 graph, and traditional process automations only covers the initially 

20%, while the RPA technology manages do what traditional process automation do, and it can learn 

and cover 80% of the whole graph, leaving only the last 20% for exceptional cases where they handover 

to humans. Still, (Will M. P. van der Aalst, Armin Heinzl, Martin Bichler, 2018) thought it best to point 

out the fact that RPA agents mimicking people can start making incorrect decisions because of 

contextual changes and there are also ethical and security risks when RPA agents impersonate people. 

https://www.kofax.com/
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Figure 17 - RPA 80/20 

So, when can RPA be implemented? (Ozge Dogue, 2020) thinks that the best-suited processes for 

the usage of RPA have high level of standardization, high transaction volume, high maturity, and a well-

defined implicit logic. In his paper, he presents what was called the “automatable region”, figure 18. 

The grey region embodies the tasks that have the most noteworthy capability of saving, either through 

high volume fewer regular processes or a lot of low volume ones, or a mixture of the two. In terms of 

skills to implement RPA, and in contrary to what you might think, it is quite easy to develop as the 

developers themselves don’t need to have big programming skills, but they do need a lot of knowledge 

about the business processes because they’re expected to teach the robots. 

 

 

Figure 18 – Processes suitable for RPA 

The simple implementation of RPA does not mean automatic added value. Important rules must 

be followed so that the implementation strategy for this type of technology brings success and value 
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to the entity that implemented it. As (Leslie Willcocks, Mary Lacity, 2021) describe in their paper, in 

many cases, intelligent programs can bring business value, but many other fallen below their 

expectations. They (Leslie Willcocks, Mary Lacity, 2021) concluded that there are a number of common 

mistakes that can be fatal when implementing this technology, and those mistakes can bring serious 

risks to the table. These errors can provoke different types of risks, from tool selection risks to 

operational or maturity risks. Some of these mistakes are not involving the IT team, that can lead to 

stakeholders and tool selection risks, failed to create an operational model or having incomplete 

process definition, which can lead to unclear roles lack of communication, lack of testing and lack of 

know-how and skills shortages which brings operational and maturity risks. Having verified that these 

common mistakes were made in various parts of the world, they decided to leave in their research 

thirty-nine principles to follow that can bring benefits in strategic decisions, sourcing, program 

management, process selection, tool selection, stakeholders management, design, build, test and run 

of the technology and assuring the safe maturity so that the decision of the implementation of RPA’s 

can continue to bring benefits rather than problems. For the strategic decisions, they advise to focus 

on the long-term value rather than short-term ROI. In terms of sourcing, they say to try to share the 

benefits of automation with the tool provider, they also advise to manage RPA as a traditional business 

case and aim to achieve the greatest value for the organization, employees, and customers. When 

selecting the tool, they say to don’t look for a “swiss army knife”, instead try to choose a tool that does 

a few things well in order to have the best odds to succeed. They also encourage to follow the Pareto’s 

Rule, automate the small number of tasks that account for the greatest volume of transactions and 

assign clear roles of responsibility to keep the automation operational. When it comes to the maturity 

stage of the implementation continue to innovate in order to deliver value to customers, employees, 

and the company itself, but always manage their expectations. 

However, modern society is constantly changing and even this new technology seems already 

ready for an upgrade. At this moment, the RPAs are limited to imitating human behaviors, but in case 

there is a problem, the robots do not have the ability to get around it because they lack the intelligence 

to learn and solve issues outside of what they were programmed to do. Intelligent Process Automation 

(IPA) is the future of this technology. By substantially improving the robot's AI, it will be able to be 

intelligent enough to, like humans, be aware that something is wrong and to fix that problem, even 

though it has not been programmed to know how to do it. This is the path that this technology is 

following, however, as mentioned before, the objective of the project is to focus on what, for now, it 

is still possible to build, RPA robots that can improve daily work efficiency. 

 

Robotic Process Automation Software’s  

RPA tools are a recent market, however there are already some choices available for companies, 

which can make choosing one even more difficult. In June 2021, Gartner made what they called the 

magic quadrant for RPA software’s, figure 20, as they do every year. Currently, the four main players 

in the RPA market are UiPath, Blue Prism, Automation Anywhere and Microsoft, which had a 

remarkable growth because it didn't even appear in the 2019 quadrant, figure 19. These four softwares 

stand out from all the others because of their flexibility, efficiency, speed, and scalability. Blue Prism 

and Automation Anywhere are great software’s. Blue Prism is mainly praised for its flexibility to talk 

with different applications and systems, while Automation Anywhere is stronger in terms of stability 
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in the execution of daily routines but they both come short in simplicity of implementation and costs 

when compared with UiPath and Microsoft. Coming out of nowhere, Microsoft can be the future main 

rival of UiPath, but, according to Gartner, and in agreement with the data science academy, currently 

UiPath is considerate the most complete solution in the market, and it still has a great potential. It was 

mainly due to the simplicity in development, community support and efficiency that this tool was the 

chosen in this company and for this specific project.  

 

Figure 19 – Magic Quadrant for RPA Software’s (2019) 

 

Figure 20 – Magic Quadrant for RPA Software’s (2021) 
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3.3 FUTURE OF AUTOMATION ENVISION 

RPA is a relatively recent but constantly changing technology with very accelerated growth, so it is 

quite complicated to try to make a prediction of what the future can reserve for this exciting area. 

However, we can try to peek into some very interesting sub areas, such as the case of AI, ML, MV and 

NLP and try to build an idea of what might cause RPA to evolve to IPA.  

3.3.1 Artificial Intelligence 

AI is a field of science that enables machines to learn and judge by their own reasons. It is involved 

in making machines much more capable than humans, whether in terms of intelligence, behavior and 

especially efficiency. So, basically, automation can execute repetitive work that before was manually 

done by humans, while AI is made not just to look for patterns, but to learn from all process experience 

and self-select the appropriate responses according to different occasions. In agreement with (Simanta 

Sarmah, 2019), automation functions using three components of AI: ML refers to the ability of a 

machine to learn using the data fed to it, NLP understands human voice or text inputs and MV 

understands image inputs. Depending on the need, they could be used separate or combined. 

Combining AI with automation technologies such as RPA, it will be possible to reduce even more the 

human effort, making their intervention almost unnecessary. This combination already brings benefits 

in today’s world to many types of businesses, some examples are in decision making with a lot of 

companies already having an AI machine in meetings in order to make a more thoughtful decision, in 

customer services we have chatbots greeting people and trying to solve easy mistakes, reducing costs, 

improving efficiency, software testing and software development are other examples of benefits 

brought by this technology. 

3.3.2 Machine Learning 

ML is the ability to use computer algorithms in order to develop software capable to adapt without 

human instructions through statistical models capable of analyze patterns in data. This technology is 

already part of our lives even if we don’t realize it, it is in medical diagnosis, image processing, 

predictions models, etc. In our own country, young people like (Pedro Martins, Filipe Sá, Francisco 

Morgado, Carlos Cunha, 2020) used ML for building intelligent RPA automations. They used a different 

tool to build their robots than used in the project of this paper. Using You Only Look Once (YOLO) 

object detection in the TensorFlow software, they built the robot, run it, and then made some changes 

in the data in order to see if the robot would be able to detect them. Their goal was running different 

tests in the tool to see if the robot could learn in the process. In the first set of tests, they had put 

different components on different versions of programming and the average detection precision of 

the tool was 95.6%. In the second round of tests, they used different colours and components on 

screens for which the model did not receive any training and the results variate between 70% and 

93.32% of accuracy. In the third, and final round of tests, they changed images sizes and resolutions 

and also got good results. They conclude that the tool had very good performance and pointed out 

only a few limitations such as the size of the test data set, since if they had more data, they could have 

much more accurate results. They pointed out that the tool itself has difficulties in acting like a human 

when performing login and registration actions. 

The goal here is different, as in this case ML was used to create intelligent robots that understand 

changes made to data and screen, however, it is interesting that we are already doing this type of 
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research in Portuguese universities. Besides the goals, another difference between these works is the 

tool used. At this work project the tool used will be UiPath and not TensorFlow, and it is possible to 

confirm that, for cases of activities such as registration and login, UiPath does not have any problems 

or limitations. 

3.3.3 Machine Vision 

MV is the process of recognizing an image by the computer, which means that the machine is 

capable of recognizing what is in an image, according to the book written by (Wesley E. Snyder, Hairong 

Qi, 2004). It is also commonly recognized as image understanding, for obvious reasons. It consists of 

two components, measurements of features, which is the part that focus on the pixels, or collection 

of pixels, and pattern classification, which is the decision-making process based on the information 

received. The example given in the book is very clear, it says that, if the computer has to identify men 

or women in an image, it will collect information from that image such as weight, height or facial 

features and make the decision based on these measurements. It is a very important feature in RPA, 

especially when it comes to the automation need to click where humans normally click. 

3.3.4 Natural Language Processing 

A technology from the mid-forties, but which is still widely used and is constantly evolving. As we 

have the MV for the collection and interpretation of information from an image, we also have the NLP 

for the interpretation of information in text format at one or more levels of linguistic analysis for the 

purpose of achieving human-like language processing for a range of tasks or applications. At least this 

is the definition given by (Elizabeth D. Liddy, 2001), because, as she indicates, it is a very active area of 

study and research and there is no agreed definition that satisfies everyone. The most common usages 

for this component are summarization, information retrieval, translation, dialogue systems such as our 

home systems, and question answering. 

3.3.5 Intelligent Process Automation 

Nowadays, the consumer puts more and more pressure on companies so that they can offer an 

even better and cheaper product. So, the managers of those companies feel increasingly obliged to 

make all processes as efficient as possible, however, with all the technological evolution that has taken 

place in recent decades, is it possible to go even further? 

In conforming with (Federico Berruti, Graeme Nixon, Giambatista Taglioni, and Rob Whiteman, 

2017), that’s where IPA comes in. But what is the difference between RPA and IPA? In a way, IPA is like 

RPA because it also mimics activities carried out by humans, the main difference is, with a combination 

of a more advanced AI, ML, MV and NLP, IPA not only learns to imitate but to perform these tasks even 

better than humans. (Federico Berruti, Graeme Nixon, Giambatista Taglioni, and Rob Whiteman, 2017) 

claim that some companies have already started testing IPA, having obtained fantastic results such as 

“having automation of 50 to 70 percent of tasks which has translated into 20 to 35 percent annual run-

rate cost efficiencies and a reduction in STP time of 50 to 60 percent with ROI most often in triple digit 

percentages”, they said. 
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4. PROJECT 

The processes of the face-to-face sales channels (D2D, Agents, Stores, RAD and Real Estate) that 

are executed daily, are being started automatically every 10 minutes. However, there is a validation 

performed at the beginning of the file execution, which guarantees that it only executes when a new 

Analytical Marketing file is available. In the daily files, the date of creation of the file is present in the 

rundate of column A. Processes only start when there is a variation in the date of the daily file. 

 

Figure 21 – Column Today 

 The various processes have a file in the Sharepoint ADN folder “Trigger Robot Files”, inside the 

respective channel folder, with the name of “DataLastToday.txt” where the rundate of the last robot 

execution is. When starting the robot, it will read the contents of “DataLastToday.txt” and compare it 

with the rundate of the daily file. If they are different, the file is new and the robot starts the process, 

updating the contents of the “DataLastToday.txt” file. 

 

Figure 22 – Distribution Agents Network (Rede de Agentes de Distribuição - RAD) Trigger Folder 

 In order to reduce interactivity and eliminate the downtime of waiting for a dashboard to finish 

updating, Microsoft Power Automate flows are being used to update the dashboards. To upgrade with 

Microsoft Power Automate, the UiPath processes are separated into two parts. The Part1, in general, 

validates the existence of new Analytical Marketing data, processes the data, and starts updating the 

dashboard, this being done through Microsoft Power Automate. The Part2 validates if the dashboard 

has finished updating, extracts the PDFs and prints necessary, and sends the emails with the 

information. To start updating the Power BI dashboard with Microsoft Power Automate, a flow is used 

that detects when a file is created in the ADN Sharepoint folder “Files Trigger Robot”, within the folder 

of the respective channel in folder 01. This file is created by UiPath at the end of running Part1 of the 

process. The creation of the file serves as a trigger for the flow, which only initiates the update of the 

PowerBI dashboard dataset. Due to the lack of a Power Automate flow trigger action when a dataset 

is updated, Goals were created for the various dashboards, which are monitoring a dashboard value 
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that will always change when the dashboard is updated. An example is a Goal that is tracking the total 

number of sales attempts for the channel. Multiple sales attempts occur every day, and whenever the 

dashboard is updated with new data, this value will increase. Therefore, the completion of the 

dashboard update triggers a flow that creates a txt file in the Sharepoint folder of ADN “Files Trigger 

Robot”, inside the folder of the respective channel in folder 02. The Part2 of the UiPath robot checks 

for the existence of the two txt files created at the end of Part1 and by the Microsoft Power Automate 

flow and starts the rest of the channel handling only if both flags exist. If both flags exist, the robot 

extracts the PDFs and/or prints and sends them to the recipients. At the end of execution, the flags are 

cleared. 

List of processes to run: 

• D2D channel (daily); 

• RAD channel (daily); 

• Agents channel (daily); 

• Stores channel (daily); 

• Real Estate channel (daily); 

• Angariations and Activations (daily); 

• ERA Portugal (daily); 

• Agents Trends (daily); 

• Solar D2D (daily). 

There are more processes that are currently carried out and that keep the face-to-face sales 

channels up to date with their sales data as well as other important indicators, but the focus will be on 

these nine, as they can summarize all types of robots existing as well as the dependencies between 

them. The most important are the robots of the five sales channels: D2D, RAD, Stores, Agents and Real 

Estate. These processes are separated into Part1 and Part2. In general, the Part1 includes the validation 

of files, data processing and the trigger for the start of dashboard update, then we use the Microsoft 

Power Automate in order to refresh the data from the PowerBI dashboards, and only then the Part2 

starts, where its mainly taking prints of information, download pdfs and sending emails do the 

recipients. 

The processes of Angariations e Activations, ERA Portugal, Agents Trends and Solar D2D have 

dependencies on the sales channel processes, so they can only be executed after the data processing 

of the respective channels has taken place, after Part1. Angariations e Activations is dependent on the 

processes of the D2D Channel, RAD Channel, Agents Channel, Stores Channel, and Real Estate channel. 

The ERA Portugal process is dependent on the Real Estate channel process. The Agents Trends process 

is dependent on the Agents Channel. The Solar D2D process is dependent on the D2D Channel. At the 

moment, there are no robotic processes that depend only on the Stores or RAD channels. 

 

4.1 MAIN SALES CHANNELS 

All the main face-to-face sales channels (D2D, RAD, Stores, Agents and Real Estate) essentially 

consist of four phases separated into two parts: 

Part1: 
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1. Checking for the existence of new data; 

2. Data processing; 

3. Dashboard update through Microsoft Power Automate. 

Part2: 

1. Sending email. 

4.1.1 Door to Door Agents (D2D) Channel 

The D2D channel has all the information of the sales made by the sales teams that are literally on 

the field, selling products door to door. The robot is divided in Part1 and Part2 presented respectively 

in figure 23 and figure 24: 

 

Figure 23 – Part1 of Door to Door (D2D) Robot 
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Figure 24 – Part2 of Door to Door (D2D) Robot 
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4.1.2 Distribution Agents Network (Rede de Agentes de Distribuição - RAD) Channel 

The RAD channel has all the information of the distribution agents. The robot is also divided in 

Part1 and Part2 presented respectively in figure 25 and figure 26. 

 

 

Figure 25 – Part1 of Distribution Agents Network (Rede de Agentes de Distribuição – RAD) Robot  
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Figure 26 – Part2 of Distribution Agents Network (Rede de Agentes de Distribuição – RAD) Robot 
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4.1.3 Stores Channel 

The Stores channel has all the information of the physical stores of EDP Comercial, from sales to 

the time each customer waited in the store before being attended. The robot is also divided in Part1 

and Part2 presented respectively in figure 27 and figure 28. 

 

 

Figure 27 – Part1 of Stores Robot 
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Figure 28 – Part2 of Stores Robot 
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4.1.4 Agents Channel 

The Agents channel has all the information of the physical stores of partners of EDP Comercial, 

these stores are usually small businesses from a local town which also sell EDP Comercial’s products. 

They tend to be smaller than the actual stores from the Stores channel and have different goals. The 

robot is also divided in Part1 and Part2 presented respectively in figure 29 and figure 30. 

 

 

Figure 29 – Part1 of Agents Robot 
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Figure 30 – Part2 of Agents Robot 
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4.1.5 Real Estate Channel 

The Real Estate channel has all the information of the real estate partners of EDP Comercial, such 

as ERA Portugal, REMAX, etc. The robot is also divided in Part1 and Part2 presented respectively in 

figure 31 and figure 32. 

 

 

Figure 31 – Part1 of Real Estate Robot 
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Figure 32 – Part2 of Real Estate Robot 

The robots in these channels are very similar, so it makes sense to list their activities only once. 

They are divided into 8 stages which are as follows: 

Check Daily File 

The robot reads the rundate of the daily file present in the Analytics Marketing Sharepoint and 

compares it with the rundate of the last run. If it is different, it means that the file is new and must 

continue execution. 

Init 

When the robot is in this stage, it will read the arguments file, to declare the variables. 

Validation 

At this stage, the robot validates if there are new records in the input file, compared to the previous 

day's file. For this, read the file that is in the inputs folder (file used the day before) and fill a table with 

the number of records for each of the products. Then, go to Sharepoint to extract the new input file 

and add to the same table, in a new column, the number of records for each of the products. 
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Flow Decision 

When the robot reaches this stage, it will decide, depending on the applied rule, whether it is 

worth continuing the process or not. If there are no records that justify the process to continue, the 

robot will finish, sending only an email to the DCP team, with a table filled with the number of records 

of each of the two files. If there are new records in the input file, the robot then proceeds to the next 

activity. 

Kills Process 

When the validation rule is not satisfied, the robot ends the process, and it is not necessary to 

process the data again and update the respective Dashboard. In this activity, only an email is sent to 

the DCP team with the table filled in by the robot. 

Data Processing 

At this stage, the robot will execute the project in the SAS guide enterprise program, which 

prepares the final output files with data processing (from the most recent input file, extracted from 

sharepoint). 

Power Automate & Power BI 

After preparing the output files in the data processing activity, the robot will start the Microsoft 

Power Automate flow to update the D2D Dashboard (in Power BI online) and publish them. 

After the update, the Part2 of the robot will generate PDFs to be sent by email to each of the 

respective receivers. 

Sending Email 

In this last step, the robot will prepare the necessary setup, that is, filter the information by the 

correct dates and/or specific people and teams. After that it exports all the information that it needs, 

this being prints or pdf files and then send an email to each receiver, notifying that the Dashboard has 

been updated. 

4.2 ANGARIATIONS AND ACTIVATIONS (ANG & ATIV) PROCESS 

The ANG e ATIV robot depends on the part 1 of all the main sales channels processes being carried 

out. This process continues to have part 1 and part 2 just like the main sales channels in order to 

optimize the robot’s execution time while the PBI dashboards update. As it is a process that only starts 

when all the part 1 of the main sales channels are finished, we can skip the Check Daily File part, as 

this step has already been confirmed. If this step was negative on any of the previous channel’s 

processes, neither that specific process nor this one would be executed on that day. Assuming all goes 

well and we have quality data to present, the steps in this process are as indicated below. 

Validation 

At this stage, the robot checks the trigger files created in the last run and turn them into variables. 
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Flow Decision 

When the robot reaches this stage, it will decide, depending on the applied rule, whether it is 

worth continuing the process or not. If the variables created through the txt files match, then it can 

continue, otherwise it stops in this stage. 

Init 

It kills all processes related with excel, chrome and other applications, and reads the arguments 

file, to declare the variables. 

Update Dashboard 

Opens the ANG e ATIV dashboard in google chrome and updates it. 

Sending Email 

In this last step, the robot will send an email to the specific recipients within the company with a 

link to the updated ANG e ATIV dashboard. 

 

 

Figure 33 – Angariations and Activations Robot 
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4.3 ERA PORTUGAL PROCESS 

The ERA Portugal robot depends solely on part 1 of the Real Estate process being carried out, as 

mentioned above. As it is a process that depends on one of the main sales channels, we can skip the 

Check Daily File part, as this step has already been confirmed. If this step was negative on the Real 

Estate robot, neither that nor this process will be executed on that day. Assuming all goes well and we 

have quality data to present, the steps in this process are as indicated below. 

Init 

When the robot is in this stage, it will read the arguments file, to declare the variables. 

Validation 

In this step the robot reads the txt file created in case of success in the Real Estate part1 process, 

this txt file works as a trigger. 

Flow Decision 

When the robot reaches this stage, it will decide, depending on the txt date, whether it is worth 

continuing the process or not. If the date of the txt file matches today’s date, then it can continue. If 

the date in the txt does not match with today’s date, it means that the part1 of the Real Estate robot 

hasn’t finished yet or will not be done today at all. 

Kills Process 

When the validation rule is not satisfied, the robot ends the process. 

Data Processing 

At this stage, the robot will make the necessary adjustments to the excel with the daily data from 

the Real Estate channel. It will filter all data and keep only those related to the partner ERA Portugal, 

deleting all the rest. 

Sending Email 

In this last step, the robot will send an email to the partner with the new excel file in attachment. 
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Figure 34 - ERA Portugal Robot 
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4.4 AGENTS TRENDS PROCESS 

The Agents Trends robot depends solely on part 1 of the Agents main channel process being carried 

out, as mentioned above. As it is a process that depends on one of the main sales channels, we can 

skip the Check Daily File part, as this step has already been confirmed. If this step was negative on the 

Agents robot, neither that nor this process will be executed on that day. Assuming all goes well and 

we have quality data to present, the steps in this process are as indicated below. 

Init 

When the robot is in this stage, it will read the arguments file, to declare the variables. 

Validation 

In this step the robot opens a browser with the Agents Dashboard and reads the last run date from 

that dashboard. This date is saved as a variable and will be used as a trigger. 

Flow Decision 

When the robot reaches this stage, it will decide, depending on variable of the last run date of the 

Agents Dashboard, whether it is worth continuing the process or not. If the date matches today’s date, 

then it can continue. If the date does not match with today’s date, it means that the part1 of the Agents 

robot hasn’t finished yet or will not be done today at all. 

Kills Process 

When the validation rule is not satisfied, the robot ends the process. 

Data Processing 

At this stage the robot will download the Agents excel file which is available on the ADN team 

sharepoint, in addition to also downloading the inputs needed to refresh this exact excel, which are in 

tables on the Agents Dashboard. 

Then it will delete the information in the input sheet from the Agents excel file and paste the new 

inputs that were removed from the dashboard on that same sheet. This will make the excel file tables 

update automatically, which is what is intended in this process. 

After all the tables are updated with the new data, the robot will take prints and save them as 

variables to then send in the email body. 

Sending Email 

In this last step, the robot will send an email to the specific recipients within the company with the 

updated Agents excel file in attachment and the print saved in the body of the email, so that the 

employees have a simplified summary of the excel file at first glance. 
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Figure 35 - Agents Trends Robot 
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4.5 SOLAR DOOR TO DOOR (D2D) PROCESS 

The Solar D2D robot depends solely on part 1 of the D2D main channel process being carried out, 

as mentioned above. As it is a process that depends on one of the main sales channels, we can skip the 

Check Daily File part, as this step has already been confirmed. If this step was negative on the D2D 

robot, neither that nor this process will be executed on that day. Assuming all goes well and we have 

quality data to present, the steps in this process are as indicated below. This process was very fast 

when done via robot, so a second data validation step was not carried out and it was decided to rely 

solely on the validation from the part1 of the D2D channel process and the UiPath Orchestrator trigger. 

Init 

When the robot is in this stage, it will read the arguments file, to declare the variables. 

Data Processing 

At this stage, the robot will execute the project in the SAS guide enterprise program, which 

prepares the final output files with data processing (from the most recent D2D channel file, available 

in the AND team sharepoint). 

Flow Decision 

After opening the D2D Dashboard and having the last run date in a variable, we proceed to the 

flow decision. Here, using the variable that we removed, we have two possible ways, if the date 

withdrawn is between the first and the sixth day of any month, it follows the False path, otherwise, 

that is, the date withdrawn is greater than the sixth day of any month, it follows the True path. 

Sending Email 

In this last step, and unlike all other robots, we have two possible emails to be sent. In the case of 

the True path, we filter the excel date previously extracted from the SAS Guide project so that we only 

have information from the current and the previous month. In the case of the False path, we filter the 

date of the same excel previously extracted from the SAS Guide project so that we have information 

from the current, previous month and 2 months ago. 

After that an email is sent to the same recipients in both ways, the only difference is the number 

of months of information that goes in the file. If the dashboard date is between the first and the sixth 

day of the month, information on m, m-1 and m-2 (current month, previous month and two months 

ago) is sent. If it is after the sixth day of the month, only the m and m-1 information is sent. 
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Figure 36 - Solar Door to Door (D2D) Robot 
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5. EVALUATION 

5.1 FOCUS GROUP 

In order to evaluate the performance of the work carried out, a focus group was made. This focus 

group was made of 6 people from the ADN team, 4 females and 2 males, who saw their work 

impacted by the automations, monitored their development and, at the same time they have 

heterogeneous positions in the team, so that we can have different points of view. This focus group 

was made in the ADN team because it was in this team that the project was carried out, and 

everyone knows the end-to-end processes, before and after the automations. Regarding the 

distribution of roles performed by the individuals that participated in the focus group is as follows 

in Figure 37: 

 

 
Figure 37 – Team Member Roles 

As we can see, 2 persons with a manager role participated in this focus group, which reveals the 

importance of the work done and the conclusions to be drawn. In addition, we had 2 people 

responsible for RPA, one of them being myself. It was important to have another person with more 

advanced knowledge in RPA in order to have more technical feedback regarding the actual 

construction of the robots. 

 

In this focus group, only 2 questions were asked because the goal was to let the participants 

interact with each other and reach conclusions together, so the questions only served as a help for the 

conversation to start flowing naturally. The 2 questions were: 

• Has your work life improved with these automations? 

• What could have been done better? 

Regarding the first question, we had a unanimous response from the group, everyone considered 

that the work life has improved a lot with the implementation of automations. With this input, we can 

2; 33%

1; 17%1; 17%

2; 33%

Positions

Manager Data Analyst PBI Analyst RPA Analyst
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conclude with certainty that the automations carried out brought the team spirits up as they saw their 

work become lighter. 

 

Figure 38 – Answers about Quality of Life after Implementation 

After the question, the conclusions that could be drawn from the joint discussion were as follows: 

• Hand-made reporting stopped happening, which made more time for other types of tasks 

and important projects. 

• Reporting that had several problems in Excel were mitigated with the implementation of 

the data treatment in SAS Guide and the proper automation in UiPath. 

• Combining UiPath with Power Automate made it much easier to refresh dashboards. 

• The robots are well documented which makes it easier to understand how they are 

assembled. 

It is important to know who contributed the most with what type of response. The two people 

with the position of manager were the ones who came to the conclusion that we saved much more 

time and accelerated the team's ability to respond to urgent requests and in the development of new 

projects. It is also important to mention that the person with the most knowledge of RPA is the one 

who indicated that the robots are easy to understand due to the way they were assembled, and all the 

other members of the focus group agreed and added that, with the documentation that was done, it 

is easier to understand robots, even for those who do not have much knowledge of the software. This 

care was taken mainly as a matter of continuity with the execution of processes in the event of the 

absence of people with more knowledge in the area or even for topics such as passing on knowledge 

to new employees. 

When the second question was asked, the group already felt at ease and already felt a flow of 

responses and very active participation. The main conclusions drawn from the second question were: 

6; 100%

0; 0%

Answers

Yes No
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• Some documentation was done at the end of the project instead of during the 

development of each robot, which made it difficult for those who are not so familiar with 

the software. 

• The construction of the robots was very much based on the need and response. We could 

and should have done the design first and then the implementation if we had more time. 

• The robots were built very much on the basis of the steps the person took rather than 

figuring out how to do it better. 

• Some robots, especially the ones that were built first, could have more info logs during 

execution, in order to facilitate control via UiPath Orchestrator. 

With these answers we can almost identify at first glance who answered what, and the answers 

are somewhat connected. The two people outside the robotization area, the data analyst and PBI 

analyst, gave the input that the documentation was done more at the end of the project instead of 

following the development of each robot, in which the two managers agreed but gave the opinion that 

the project was done with a limited time, which made that happen. In future projects we have to know 

how to better calculate the time it will take to develop and count with the time spent on 

documentation as well. When we manage to do this, we will improve this point, giving more insight to 

the teams that are outside the robot’s development but that need them to execute the daily processes 

and, besides that, it will help with the third point, which was raised by the two managers, because as 

we have more time, we can have a more critical view of the process. However, this point can also be 

explained by the not so vast experience of the author, both in the robotics area, as well as by the short 

time in the company. The last point does not fully connect with the others, it was raised by the person 

who is also inside the RPA’s. It was a detail that escaped initially but that was included in the robots 

made after we realized that it is a very essential detail to help understand, in case of failures in the 

orchestrator, exactly where did the failure occur and act upon that mistake. 

5.2 IMPACTS 

In addition to qualitative results, we can also measure the impact of the automations made on 

quantitative results. When speaking of quantitative results, we can look at two important variables, 

time and money. The differences between the past and present of these two variables in the 

automated processes are shown in Table 1. We can see we are saving both time and money in all 

processes that have been automated. Saving time helps to reduce the life cycle of the DCP team 

processes, which helps the team to focus on different types of important projects in times of peaks 

and fluctuations of workload.  
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Table 1 - With RPA vs Without RPA 

 

In Table 2 we have the saved values calculated, still without subtracting the costs associated with 

the implementation of RPA. We can see that they are being saved around 54,7h weekly, which 

correspond to a value of 492,3€. These figures may seem relatively low but, given that these processes 

are executed every week of the year, we reach a value of about 2.844,4h and 25.599,6€ saved 

throughout the year. Considering that the amount paid to use UiPath is about 9.000€ per year, we 

reached a net result of 16.599,6€ annually. This is only considering the process automations related to 

this report, in fact EDP Comercial takes a lot of advantage of the UiPath tool and manages to save 

several hundred thousand euros a year, all thanks to RPA technology. 

Table 2 - Savings with RPA 

 

Finally, in the Figure 39 it is possible to see when it will be the point at which the investment in the 

RPA will start to turn profits, monetarily speaking, in this project alone. We were able to realize that 

around week 19, that is, in about 5 months we will be able to have a financial return on the large initial 

investment, so we can conclude that the initial decision to enter the world of RPA's was an excellent 

Aprox. Time (Week) Cost Aprox. Time (Week) Cost

D2D 12,5h 112,5 € 3h 27,0 €

RAD 10h 90,0 € 3h 27,0 €

Lojas 12,5h 112,5 € 3h 27,0 €

Agentes 15h 135,0 € 3h 27,0 €

Imobiliárias 10h 90,0 € 3h 27,0 €

Ang e Ativ 5h 45,0 € 1h 9,0 €

ERA Portugal 1,5h 13,5 € 0,1h 0,9 €

Tend Agentes 2,5h 22,5 € 0,5h 4,5 €

Solar D2D 2,5h 22,5 € 0,2h 1,8 €

TOTAL 71,5h 643,5 € 16,8h 151,2 €

Without RPA With RPA
PROCESS

Aprox. Time (Week) Cost %

D2D 9,5h 85,5 € 76,0%

RAD 7h 63,0 € 70,0%

Lojas 9,5h 85,5 € 76,0%

Agentes 12h 108,0 € 80,0%

Imobiliárias 7h 63,0 € 70,0%

Ang e Ativ 4h 36,0 € 80,0%

ERA Portugal 1,4h 12,6 € 93,3%

Tend Agentes 2h 18,0 € 80,0%

Solar D2D 2,3h 20,7 € 92,0%

TOTAL 54,7h 492,3 € 76,5%

Savings
PROCESS
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one, because not only are we doing the processes faster and easier, but in a relatively short time we 

will be able to see profits in the company because of this technology. 

 

Figure 39 – Costs With RPA vs Without RPA 

 

According to (Korper, March 2022) the payback time in RPA is often shorter than anticipated, this 

can be derived by the still mistrust of some sectors in this type of technology. The normal ROI time 

when talking about the implementation of RPA in a company is between 1 and 1,5 years, so, by 

reaching this payback in just 5 months we can conclude that the project was a big success for the team 

and for EDP Comercial.   
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 SYNTHESIS OF THE DEVELOPED WORK 

This project began with the objective of helping the support team of DCP team of EDP Comercial 

to enter the world of RPA's. In the beginning were chosen which processes would make the most sense 

to be automated, taking into account their ease of automation, the time lost by the company's 

employees in them and the repetition of these processes.  

In the beginning, in order to know the processes that the team had in hand, we were responsible 

for running them manually, daily. This way, we managed to have the As-Is design perfectly defined. 

After studying the best practices and analyzing all processes in detail, it was decided to automate, for 

now, 9 processes, these being the update of the sales information of the 5 main dashboards of the 

sales channels (D2D, Stores, Agents, RAD and Real Estate), the process of Angariations e Activations, 

the process of sales of the partner ERA Portugal, the process of calculating the sales trends of the 

Agents channel, and the process of sales of the solar product in the D2D channel. All these processes 

were then automated and became faster, cheaper and more efficient. 

Also in the beginning, there were raised some questions, such as, "Will we be able to effectively 

increase the efficiency of the processes chosen with the implementation of RPA technology?", the 

answer to this question was answered, we concluded that yes, we effectively managed to increase the 

effectiveness of the processes that were chosen, not only in terms of risk and errors, but also in time 

and cost. "Is this a problem important enough to give relevance?", we can conclude that yes, moreover, 

the history has shown us over and over again that the companies that cannot adapt to the 

technological advance of the world usually fall behind other competitors. "Who will be affected and 

how?", at the beginning of the project we identified all the employees who would be affected by the 

development of these robots and now we can respond to how they were affected, we concluded that 

all of them kept their jobs, ending the myth that the RPA comes to steal people's jobs, and, all these 

people agreed that their life has improved substantially with these developments,  either because they 

no longer have to do boring and repetitive work or whether they are happier because mistakes in these 

processes were mitigated and complains have dropped. "How much time per day will we be able to 

save?", we have seen that the robots have saved about 54,7h per week throughout the team. "How is 

this technology being implemented in other companies?", after an analysis of the tools available in the 

market and how the other leading companies, Portuguese and foreign, were dealing with RPA, the tool 

chosen by the company for these automations was UiPath, mainly due to its easy low code adaptation 

and market notoriety. 

6.2 ISSUES AND LIMITATIONS  

It is important to enhance that there were some limitations in this project, the largest of them was 

undoubtedly the lack of experience in the area, both of the team and own, which has sometimes made 

it hard to follow the best practices, and that robots are not as efficient as they can possible be. This, 
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linked to the fact that it is one of the first RPA projects of this team, results in many opportunities for 

improvement in order to become even more efficient. 

6.3 NEXT STEPS 

What jumps right away that can be improved is starting to use the REFramework built by UiPath. 

By using this template we can build the robots always from the same "skeleton" making them easier 

to read and develop, both for current team members and for possible new coworkers. In addition, the 

REFramework makes UiPath Studio's connection to UiPath Orchestrator much more agile and makes 

using Queues much simpler.  

Another opportunity found was the use of APIs for communication with SharePoint, in EDP 

Comercial the SharePoint is widely used as a database that feeds the dashboards used by the sales 

teams. The assembled robots are downloading the SharePoint information, running the built SAS 

projects and then reloading the outputs as new information. This process can be more efficient with 

the use of APIs in order to save a few more minutes in each process. 

In addition to the improvements in the current robots, we can look at the other processes of the 

team as automation opportunities, since we can conclude that we make all processes faster, cheaper, 

more efficient and with a lower percentage of error, why stop here? 
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ANNEXES 

A. POWERBI DASHBOARDS PAGE 

On this PowerBI home page we can find all the dashboards made by the team, and that are daily 

consulted by all channels that the team provides support. Here, it can be read the latest update 

information of each dashboard, so the page is used by some robots to get this information. 
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B. SAS PROJECTS  

Below are the SAS processes that the robots from the main sales channels (Stores, Agents, D2D, 

RAD and Real Estate) run daily. These projects help transform the received data to the desired table 

format. 

B.1 Agents Process 
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B.2 Door to Door (D2D) Process 
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B.3 Real Estate Process 

 

B.4 Stores Process 
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B.5 Distribution Agents Network (Rede de Agentes de Distribuição – RAD) Process 

 


